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Lets just do a pre-mortem of these
opportunity zones one by one. The
notion for this prognosis is to think ahead
of time to the questions we might be able
to ask that will push the conversation
forward. So lets look broader and then
then look closer.

20-12-2015
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Like Tom Uglow - The creative director
of Google’s creative lab puts it - “Think
of a happy place for two minutes, its
always natural. We don’t see ourselves
surrounded with media, screens and other
devices. Predominantly, its always in
the lap of nature. We posses screens but
we still prefer reading through a book,
why?” We are not addicted to devices,
we are addicted to information that
flows through them. If we therefore try
and address the function and not the
product itself, we could possibly derive
more solutions than expected. To put
in simple words, humans need simple
tools and humans love natural solutions.
These principles should underpin how
we design for the future.[1]
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SUMMARY
When we paint a nebulous future of tomorrow based on the research dictated by the
available resources of today, we see quite a biased perspective. A marathon run for the
future that focuses on solving two significant issues that plague the society along with
the auto industry, they are 1.
2.
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New manufacturing processes in the forth industrial
revolution and their footprint on the environment.
Issues related with the health of the customer and the
consumer.
AUDI
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Audi UNO is a project that synthesises
these opportunities by exploiting
technologies to create a symbiotic car
that is homogenous in nature. This
constitutes the core hypothesis of the
project.
The greater purpose is to contribute to
the society through design. The project
provides an insight to future mega cities
of 2030, infrastructure scenario and
lights up the technological frontiers.

A

Lets comprehend from a broader
perspective how nature and humans
reflect on design. Striking back on point
one, manufacturing process of today
established by us are extremely complex,
they are time consuming and requires
an incredible amount of assembly. The
same goes for a car which is composed
of over 3000 components. Now lets
muse on nature’s take on design. Like
Neri Oxman - A pioneer of design at the
intersection of technology and biology
narrates it through an example - “The
facial skin of humans is thin and has
more pores, while the skin on the back
is thick and has less pores. one acts as
a filter the other as a barrier, yet it’s
the same homogenous material serving
different functions. Nature’s solutions
are seamless while human solutions are
assembled.” [2]
We are now headed towards an industrial
revolution where manufacturing
processes like 3D printing will be a
commonplace and are expected to be
UMEA INSTITUTE OF DESIGN

much faster thanks to the oath form
companies like Stsratasys and people
such as Joseph DeSimone - The CEO
of carbon 3D who have vowed to
expedite the process a thousand times[3]
Therefore, there is a huge potential to
restructure the car which is seamless
and the tweaks in the material’s property
serve different functions. An architecture
that is not guided by an exterior assembly
over an interior but a radically different
one.
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WORK METHODS
The process was cut up into two palpable
routes. The former dealt with a system
level approach where the present
cardinal building blocks of automotive
manufacturing were rearranged with
the new cues derived from additive
manufacturing techniques to render a
new system level solution. The later was
aimed at advocating a tangible solution
that best delineated this idea. Ten radical
themes were generated that helped
showcase the marriage between the three
key components - exterior, interior and
powertrain. The final theme was inspired
by the analogy of an egg where the yolk
moves freely within the egg white. This
metaphor was then applied to the cabin
experience in the autonomous mode.
The occupant in the manual driven
mode can cherish the full potential of
the car to procure a sporty experience
outside the city. While in the city, the
autonomous mode seizes control and
instigates the movement of the cabin

2015-2016

within the perimeter of the exterior
to amplify the g-forces by thrusting
the cabin forward while accelerating,
backwards while braking and tilting it
while cornering.

CONCLUSION
Concept UNO celebrates the marriage
between the exterior, the interior and
the powertrain that best encapsulates
the process of additive manufacturing
where cars would be grown and not
assembled. The interior tub is reposed
inside the exterior shell with the aid of
six mechanical joints and is not adhered
to the floor of the car. The gap around
the cabin exaggerates the feel of a
floating island that can shift freely. The
cabin is composed of smart glass which
renders opaque when an electric current
is passed through it and turns transparent

T
when the car is parked gravitating
people to yield a glimpse of the interior.
The bottom of the cabin is reflected by
the gloss finish of the chassis unit that
amplifies the floating feeling. A warm
white was used to grant the concept a
more puristic look while making it seem
warm and friendly. The idea was then
showcased through a 1:4 scale model
printed in one piece using a Selective
Laser Sintering (SLM) technique.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

“Am Anfang schaute ich
mich um, konnte aber
den Wagen, von dem ich
träumte, nicht finden. Also
beschloss ich, ihn mir
selber zubauen.” Ferry Porsche

Ever since I was a toddler, I recall myself doodling animals with pencil on a piece of
paper. My propensity to manifest my thoughts through sketches and drawings dwarfed
my ability to express through words. Drawing animals helped me improve my eye for
detail and proportions as every creature was novel. Not dallying behind in studies, I did
resolute to channel my thoughts to engineering and attend to art as a hobby. Two years
into electronic engineering, I decided to amalgamate my technical knowledge with art
and decided to pursue industrial design. At the end of my six year educational journey as
a product designer I could discern that design can predominantly be classified into three
categories.
1.An approach where the solution is purely functional with no added emphasis on
aesthetics or value added functions. This type of approach is called “jugad”.
2. A system level approach that pinpoints problems and opportunity areas in the
entire lifecycle of the product and by not just considering the product to be the
epicentre of the problems.
3. The third approach pays emphasis on the aesthetics of the product. An approach
typically seen in the automotive, shoes, watch industry. Where value added function
such as the premium nature of the product is defined by the aesthetics and quality.

“In the beginning I looked around but
couldn’t find the car I dreamt of, so I
decided to build it myself.” Ferry Porsche

It was the third approach that really gravitated me towards design and compelled me
to design cars as it is an exhibition of aesthetics and details. Objects of desire that are
meticulously stylised but still serve their function. The artistry to capture ideas from
diversified fields and then condense them in car design is what sets me apart along with
an eye for detail and sensitivity for aesthetics. I thereby decided to pursue a masters in
automobile design from UMEA, Sweden.
As part of the UMEA curriculum, all final year students are entailed to endeavour a
thesis project which is a voluptuous design project in collaboration with the industry.
The thesis project which is expected to be of twenty weeks in duration provides a
platform for an independent and an unabridged project where a student is expected to
kindle a professional design assignment with research, application and implementation
capabilities.The project exposes the student to a real life situation of working in the
industry and function under the constraints and limitations of an organisation. It involves
understanding the strength and infrastructure of the organisation, their design sensibilities
and providing a congruous solution to the parenthesis under the practical parameters
of time, economics and innovation. A student undertaking the thesis project imbibes a
real life experience to gain understanding of the role of a designer, which in practice is
not just restricted to design, but also includes time management, communication skills,
planning, efficient handling of practical constraints and the art of pitching an idea to the
concerned people in the organization. The thesis project is an excellent platform to help
students realise their strengths and weaknesses before entering the professional world of
design.
The project is my first major stepping stone to the Automove industry done under the
mentorship of AUDI Konzept Design Studio in Munich, Germany. I hope you enjoy it
...

Gaurang Rajan Nagre
2016, Munich - Germany
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BRAND
INTRODUCTION
We are all synonymous with the
four rings that stand for progression,
sophistication, sporty and elegance;
but there is more to it. The German
car manufacturer operates globally
with its headquarters in Ingolstadt,
Germany and has over 11 production
facilities in 9 countries. The brand has
its roots advanced far and wide while
gripping firm in every segment of the
auto industry. Audi, designs, engineers,
produces, markets and distributes luxury
automobiles in every segment including
motor sports such as the 24 hour Lemans, American Le-Mans and rallying.[4]
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THE EMBLEM
Audi has been a majority owned
(99.55%) subsidiary of Volkswagen
Group since 1966, following a phased
purchase of Audi AG’s predecessor,
Auto Union, from Daimler-Benz.
The company name is based on the
Latin translation of the surname of
the founder, August Horch. “Horch”,
meaning “listen” in German, becomes
“audi” in Latin.[5]
The Audi emblem is four overlapping
rings that represent the four marques
of Auto Union after the merger of
four companies in the year 1932. The
emblem symbolises the amalgamation of
Audi, DKW and Wandrer. The first ring
from the left represents Audi, the second
stands for DKW, the third being Horch
and last but not the least, the forth stands
for Wanderer.
As part of Audi’s centennial celebration
in 2009, the company updated the logo,
changing the font to left-aligned Audi
Type, and altering the shading for the
overlapping rings. The revised logo was
designed by Rayan Abdullah.[6]
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TECHNOLOGICAL FRONTIER
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The new merged company was known as
Audi NSU or Auto Union AG, and saw
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the emergence of Audi as a sundered
brand for the first time since the
pre-war era. During the post war era
around 1970’s, Audi’s image was quite
hidebound, and so, a proposal from
chassis engineer Jörg Bensinger was
accepted to develop the four-wheel drive
technology which further mushroomed
to be known as Auid quattro. In
those days the Audi Quattro was also
named as Ur-Quattro (“Ur” meaning
original) this nomenclature was also
used for the S4 and the S6 models as
UrS4 and UrS6. From then on Audi’s
corporate impermeable tagline has been
“Vorsprung durch Technik”, meaning
“Progress through Technology”.
Certainly the brand has lived up to its
much acclaimed slogan. Over the years
Audi has stuck it’s fingers and pioneered
in technologies such as Audi e-tron, Body
Shells, Space Frame, Fuel Stratified
Injection, Synthetic Diesel, LED and
Laser day time running lights and so on.
Audi has churned out a technology to
produce Synthetic Diesel from water and
carbon di-oxide and is now planning an
alliance with the Japanese electronics
giant Sanyo to develop a pilot hybrid
electric project for the Volkswagen
group.
The next phase of technology Audi is
developing is the e-tron electric drive
powertrain system. They have shown
several concept cars as of March
2010, each with novel levels of size
and performance. The original e-tron
concept shown at the 2009 Frankfurt
motor show is based on the platform
of the R8 and has been scheduled for
limited production. Power is provided by
electric motors at all four wheels. The
second concept was shown at the 2010
Detroit Motor Show. Power is provided
by two electric motors at the rear axle.
This concept is also considered to be the
direction for a future mid-engined gaspowered 2-seat performance coupe. The
Audi A1 e-tron concept, based on the
Audi A1 production model, is a hybrid
vehicle with a range extending Wankel
rotary engine to provide power after the
initial charge of the battery is depleted.
It is the only concept of the three to
have range extending capability. The
car is powered through the front wheels,
always using electric power. Audi plans
to fortify its portfolio by promoting the
e-trons models which will replace the A
and Q line up.
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A good design needs to be honest and
should instigate a vision. This is another
quintessential quality for the brand too.
The designs of Audi’s cars are certainly
not the best example for surface
entertainment either. Surfaces follow
a logic and are not twisted without a
cause. Every line, surface and detail is
meticulously crafted to serve its purpose.
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Audi is intelligibly navigating its design
in a pristine direction. First, there will
be greater polarity between the model
series; second, future model generations
will manifest more technical aspects in
the design. Another important parameter
of the new design strategy is that the
exterior and interior form an even more
cohesive unit.
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Thanks to the holistic design, the interior
and exterior of future model generations
are more closely intertwined than ever
to create a seamless unity that makes
it easier to distinguish the models by
their interiors as well. This additional
differentiation further accentuates the
unique character of each model in the
cabin. The stronger link between the
exterior and interior is therefore visible
even behind the wheel.

H

The refined Audi design language
and philosophy will focus on a strong
link between technology and design.
Egger’s credo: “Only when design and
technology mesh perfectly does an
automobile make a statement for the
Audi brand.”

P

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR INTERWINE

O

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATED IN DESIGN

S P A C E
F R A M E

There are some interesting cues in the
dialogue from the designers of Audi and
how the brand’s DNA has been evolving.
This will lead us to further fortify our
concept.

Marc Lichte who has taken
responsibility of Audi design remarked
during one of his recent interviews
stating that the brand is at a riveting
turning point. The single frame grill
which was prior introduced in 2004 will
be sculpted again and the changes to the
interior and exterior architecture will
flow from top to down (meaning, from

14

L I G H T
WEIGHT

“Lightweight design is a philosophy at
audi”. Every gram counts and this claim
applies not just to the body but to the
entire vehicle. The principle of ultralightweight design is not just the duty
of engineers but is an all-encompassing
philosophy. The company has been
challenging itself on not so habitual
frontiers too while clinging on to this
ideology. The Audi lunar quattro is an
excellent example of it which will be
competing in initial tests at the end of
the year. Do we create an extraterrestrial
design or an extraordinary design was
the question that plagues everyone’s
mind. Space travel is a battle against
weight and two designers from Audi
have proposed radical solutions. Roman
Sellers’s brainchild concept can drive
in extreme conditions. Even in a valley
with walls of rocks on the side and no
ground underneath it. This is perhaps
Audi’s vision of a maximally efficient and
technologically advanced quattro with
optimum grip even on the lunar surface.
Designer Sven Vollhardt’s concept for an
extraterrestrial rover is also packed with
innovative ideas. For example, it has
both a “driving mode” and a “working
mode” that allows an astronaut to collect
samples from a planet without leaving
the protective interior of the rover. Like
a supple lizard, the vehicle leans forward
to “nibble” at the planet’s stony ground.
Is the Lunar project the pinnacle of
Audi’s achievement and hint of Audi’s
design for the future? Maybe, not in
terms of style but surely in terms of
how the company is a torch bearer in
accepting challenges of the future.

top to down (meaning, from the
premium A8 to other platforms).
At Geneva 2014, Audi unveiled the
Prologue Avant on which Lichte
elaborates by explaining the design,
“The roof is completely horizontal
and in a big contrast we add a really
fast D-pliiar. The idea is that the
roofline provides the practicality while
the sloped D-pillar gives the car its
sporty character”. This ideology clearly
underlines the emphasis on aesthetics
while being pledged to the function.

S
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SCHOOL INTRODUCTION
Umea Institute of Design (UID), is a Scandinavian institute within Umea university.
UID commenced its operations in the year 1989 and is designed and equipped solely for
the teaching of industrial, transportation and interaction design disciplines. The school
is reputed for its curriculum and has been listed on Business Week’s top 60 list of design
schools in the world in all of the three listings (2006, 2007, 2009) and has also been
named as one of the world’s 18 excellent schools in the year 2010. 2011 UID was ranked
as the second-best design education in the region “Europa & the Americas” by red dot
institute and 2012 UID advanced to first place.

BACHELORS PROGRAMME

The Institute offers a three-year industrial design programme leading to a Bachelor’s
degree (180 credits).

MASTERS PROGRAMME

There are three internationally oriented and specialised two-year programmes leading to
a Master’s degree (120 credits). The three programmes are Advanced Product Design,
Interaction Design and Transport Design .

ONE-YEAR COURSE

Industrial Design Intensive, (60 credits) is open for students with a previous education
in any other academic field or in design, who wish to specialise in the design field or
prepare for future design studies. Subjects of studies are product design, interaction
design, transportation design and service design. Design Connections (60 credits) is a
specialisation course on master level, for students with a degree in industrial design.

RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL STUDIES

The Institute also conducts applied research and development work within the
Design Research Group and the Volvo Research Programme (SET). Since the
autumn of 2001 the Institute of Design has offered doctoral studies in industrial
design.

PHOTO CREDITS: Ake E:son Lindman
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COLONIZAION
Cities are like bee hives or ant hills, a
complex system with an aggregation of
humans in a colony and transportation
is a crucial part of it. But what gave birth
to cites? In the early days man used to
reside under the shade of a tree or a relic
which he used to believe will shield him
and his civilisation from calamities. The
notion of money was primitive and food
or commodities were considered

HOUSE
(SPACE ONE)
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Glocalisation (global + localisation)
today has become increasingly reliant
on transportation. Earlier people used
to reside in villages. With the onset of
currency and colonisation, there was
an expansion of trade and certain areas
became more conducive for business.
People set up certain meeting places
near their residential areas because of
easy availability of resources and brisk
travel times. These areas then matured
to befit as industrial areas as business
evolved and people started to settle
down in these areas giving birth to the
concept of a city. Within no time, real
estate rates sky rocketed and buying
land turned out unaffordable. People
swiftly shifted and settled on the outskirts
and were even stipulated to migrate to
far off places. With the introduction of
efficient transport facilities, for e.g. metro
and bus systems, they could now travel
sizeable distances at equitable rates.
The households with stubby disposable
incomes could brace themselves and

CAR

(SPACE THREE)

ease. This led to the buildout of remote
areas and ‘transportation caused this
paradigm shift’.

“Transportation is to a city what
oxygen is to a human beingnecessary for its existence, not the
reason for it”.

- Dr. Russel Ackoff

OFFICE
(SPACE TWO)
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The larger the number of people,
systems, facilities and services who are
accessible to each other, the more this
positive externality gravitates newer
citizens from outside. Therefore, the
bigger the cluster, the better. The
utilities of a network formed in a city
is beneficial to all its citizens, who live
in megacities to gain highest possible
mutual accessibility. Mutual accessibility
is the sole purpose of living in a cluster
and transportation is the means to access
the same cluster. Mobility has indeed
proved detrimental to the robust growth
of cities, Therefore, we consider cities
as the epicentre for our research. It is
also cities where 80% of the GDP is
contributed and therefore a company
like Audi would target buyers in this
cluster.

108.4 MIL

35

2010

As of date transportation needs to be
sustainable and is a complex cocktail
of technology, human behaviour,
economic growth and government
policies. Surely, ‘mobility opportunity
divide’ does prevail between developed
and developing areas; but this gap is
being bridged by a complex web of
transportation and policies. Transport
resource footprint will grow as transport
related material use, land use and energy
use will increase. Disposable income is
one of the most governing factors for the
number of trip rates and provides people
with a higher value of time.

74.3 MIL

56.4 MIL

2005

I decided to attend an extra week
contemplating on the design brief. As
aforementioned, the idea had to be
“simple yet different”. But quite often
the simplest of ideas surface through
complex research. Fitfully to predict
the future, it is vital to decode the past.
So I dogged to do a little time travel to
fathom the loopholes in transportation,
trying to understand how the car has
evolved over the years before predicting
it’s far fetched future to around 2030,
which is three to four generations of car
down the line. It is invariably difficult to
predict the future as there is nothing to
cross reference it against. However, the
prime method would be to base it over a
string of events which lay the foundation
and provide backing.

could travel to and fro to work with

2000

THE FIRST THOUGHT

the currency for exchange. He used to
transport goods on horse carts, bullock
carts or boats centuries ago. Due to
environmental conditions, differences
in the cultivation increased and money
became equal to food coupled with
security. In order to protect the integrity
of his earnings, man decided to migrate
away from colonies and his reach spread
far and wide. He still used to commute
using the same modes of transport.
When monarchy came into being,
the governance system promised him
safety and security. During this era he
migrated back to colonies, travelling less
frequently and being social allowed him
to work efficiently in an environment
which waxed to be a human colony.
Transportation subsisted all throughout
the process but was not the rationale for
colonisation of man as it is considered
today.

REGIONAL PRODUCTION LEVELS (MILLIONS)

IN ITIAL RESEARCH

GLOBAL VEHICLE PRODUCTION GROWTH
Information from - WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM. 20 December 2015
http://reports.weforum.org/manufacturing-growth/automotive-industry-infographics/

WHY A CAR IN THE FIRST PLACE?
PERSONAL TRANSPORT
Owning a personal transport solution
has become increasingly facile with the
ascend in disposable income and easy
aid provided by financial institutions.
Expenditure level of urban population
is 88% higher than rural areas. Hence,
auto manufacturers design their portfolio
specifically for the urban population. In
most Asian countries, a car is considered
to be the second biggest investment
after real estate; but this culture is slowly
changing. With hardly any liabilities
the youth consider personal transport as
the first biggest investment and this has
resulted in a substantial increase in the
number of personal transport unit sales.
Asia accounts for more than 75% of
the worlds feet of two wheelers. Two
wheelers are considered to be a mobility
equaliser. car companies are not holding
back either. With luxury car markets
in Asia experiencing a 70% rise in sales
every year, it is believed that the road
UMEA INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
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based traffic volume will increase from
3079 billion passenger kilometres in
2000-01 to about 12546 billion by 2030.
While the aggregate share of private
and para-transit modes is projected to
rocket from 24.3% to 55.3% over the
next twenty years. It is presumed through
projections that there would be a six
to seven fold increase in Asia’s vehicle
fleet by 2030. The car as we know it
has also progressed and will expedite its
evolution in the forth coming years. It
is no longer perceived as a box on four
wheels. It has attained the attribute of a
sculpture that drips with features. Today’s
luxury cars feature everything from an
air-conditioner, music system, television
sets, massage chairs to even a mini
fridge giving it a notion of third space
with nothing short of calling it a ‘house
on wheels’. All these added features
are designed to forge the experience
of travel. This frame of travel time has
further incremented over the years due

2015-2016

to increased traffic and swelled distances
between destinations due to emergence
of developed areas. Although owning
a personal transport solutions provides
freedom the twentieth century has
witnessed the emergence of few other
technologies which are evolving as fierce
competitors of personal transport.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
“A highway without a bus lane
can move 2000-4000 peopler
hour, exclusive bus lanes can
move 20,000 passengers per hour
at the speed of 30km/hr.”

19

Public transport is surely considered
more reliable and energy efficient and
serves a wider scope of commuters.
It is also easy on the pocket, hence it
is projected that the share of public
transport is expected to increase from
44.7% to 75.4% in the next couple of
decades. The infrastructure cannot
keep pace at which cars are being
purchased. This has led to bottle necks
and caused traffic congestion, parking
problems, ballooned demand for fuel
etc. This makes commuting tedious and
troublesome while taking a physical
and mental toll on the population thus
curtailing their efficiency. To endeavour
this, governments provide better services
through public transport.

VIRTUAL TRANSPORT
Unlike personal and public transport
which are forms of physical transport
a new genre of transport has stem in
the twenty first century called ‘virtual
transport’. This includes the social media
such as the internet and the phone.
After being invented by Martin Cooper
in 1973 the mobile phone has not only
become increasingly affordable but
seemingly smarter. Over the years the
product has undergone metamorphosys
to evolve into a multifunctional gadget
that encapsulates a camera, GPS,
messenger, voice conference service,
music player to even a desktop computer
with basic applications. About 82% of

amongst people as information is
just a click away. More brands have
materialised their existence over the
yeas and are able to reach the minds
and hearts of population through these
mediums. The figures certainly are
overwhelming and are much enormous
as compared to those of the automotive
industry. Car companies have joined
hands with software companies and
are trying to amalgamate their ideas
into products, for e.g. Google car, Audi
auto pilot, BMW connect drive and the
General Motors ENV series of cars are
an excellent example of how the social
media and the car market can work hand
in hand. It is evident that there is a three
way cold war between personal, public

DEMOGRAPHICS
AGE
INCOME
OCCUPATION
RESIDENCE
EDUCATION

MOTIVATION AND MODALITY

GEOGRAPHIC

BUYER PERSONA
(TARGET USER)
SOCIOGRAPHICS

PSYCHOGRAPHICS

TAXI 48%
PERSONAL NEEDS
PERSONAL PROFILE
PERSONAL ATTITUDE
FRIENDS
RELIGIONS
PASSIONS

LIFT/SHARE 36%
WALK 45%
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 75%

Information from - WBCSD (World Buisness Council for Sustainable Development)
Mobility 2030 - Meting the challenges of 2030. England. Seven - July 2004

Reduced fare prices, monthly passes,
increased frequency of public transport
solutions such as metros, buses, flights
etc. are some incentives provided by the
governments. It is very evident that the
governments support and encourage the
use of public transport for economic as
well as environmental reasons.
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Asian population is registered on
different networks and this number is
only rocketing exponentially. Features
like video chat on 3G and 4G networks
have eliminated the need for physical
travel. Messages can be easily conveyed
from across the world and the social
media has certainly bridged the gap
between people. Over 40 million users
in Asia surf the world wide web daily
amongst which a major chunk is of
youngsters aged between eighteen
to twenty four. It is quintessential to
comprehend the evolving sociographics
and demographics of this set of
population as they would be the driving
factors of the future economy.
The internet has bred a huge awareness

and virtual transport. Technology
matures at a very swift rate and it won’t
be long until the need for long distance
travel will be banished. Technology
would make tactile feelings possible as
there have been profuse developments in
the field of augmented reality. But what
would be the role of car designers in
the near future be? Owning a means of
personal transport is gauged as a prestige
symbol, and this mentality expected to
prevail allowing car manufacturers to
continue selling their products. Cars are
certainly more comfortable than public
transport and yield a private space; but
if car companies need to emerge as
top dogs, they need do try ‘something
different’.
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CLASSIFICATION OF TARGET USER

Information from - Maggi, Stefano. Sociographics. October 26, 2010. September 20, 2011.
http://theharteofmarketing.com/2010/10/market-segmentation-with-social-media.html

DEMOGRAPHICS
AND
PSYCHOGRAPHICS

USAGE ALTERNATIVES TO PERSONAL TRANSPORT

HOW CUSTOMERS USE PRODUTS AND SERVICES

NEEDS
ATTITUDES
INTRESTS
VALUES
ACTIVITES

If we have to sunder a highly
miscellaneous class of buyers on the
grounds of their age groups, and ability
to perceive things around them the task
would be less pain sailing. This is also
true for gender. It is very important to
discern these minds in order to serve
them with fresh ideas. Today’s major
class with a substantial buying power
is the aspiring upper middle class (age
twenty five to forty years). With a few
responsibilities and ample spending
the youth are emulating the middle
class. They are raised in a multicultural
society, are young, focussed and
ambitious. They live in a consumption
friendly environment which is highly
influenced by new innovations This
class also exhibits ‘duality’, i.e. they are
comfortable with conflicting ideologies
and are open to new convictions. It is
UMEA INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
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therefore salient to understand the
psychology of these people as they will
substitute a major class of buyers in the
next decade. The youth culture demands
for more self-centred approach, for
e.g. creating profiles on social media,
investigating carrier options, the ability
to live independent for education
or employment. On the contrary
the middle class of buyers is more
opportunistic and pragmatist and give
their families a priority. They are mostly
associated with ‘Homedulgence - Home
+ Indulgence’ a term that has surfaced
over the last decade. The frivolous and
materialistic buying habits of capitalist
culture are being replaced by a new
attitude. The definition of luxury has
evolved to a premium decadent image
which is visually sophisticated. ‘FUD’
- Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt always
cloud the buyer’s mind. Therefore
companies try to develop long lasting
iconic products that look safe and
futuristic. However, the life cycle of
products has not increased over the

2015-2016

years, with fierce competition in the
market, companies have to come back
with new fangled ideas.
Cars are also a subset of a gigantic
product diagram and it is therefore
imperative to look into factors such as
age, income, occupation, personal needs,
attitude, interests, values, technology
etc. The diagram shows some of the
factors classified into demographics,
sociographics and psychographics which
have to be surveyed in detail further
more.
It would be highly ambitious to reflect
on every aspect that affects the buying
decisions of the segments. Hence, it
would be wise to frame a strategy and
form a STP (Segmentation - Targetting
- Positioning) analysis to determine
what factors to focus on.
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GOALS
&
WISHES

25.12.2015
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01

PROCESS

turn into self-driving cars. Well, I’m
here to tell you that’s like me saying
that if I work really hard at jumping,
one day I’ll be able to fly. All this is at a
very human cost. Therefore, we actually
need to do something a little different.
In short you will hit a dead end with
driver assisted systems.”

MANUAL
VS
AUTONOMOUS
Autonomous mobility is a debatable
topic but well explained by Chis
Urmson-The director of Google’s self
driving cars. He quotes, “The least
reliable part of the car is the driver. We
added seats, airbags and all possible
cushions to protect him. 1.2 million
people are killed on the roads every
year. In America alone 33000 people
each year are killed. It’s as much as
a 737 falling out of the sky everyday.
Now, conventional wisdom would
say that we’ll just take these driver
assistance systems and we’ll kind of
push them and incrementally improve
them, and over time, they’ll

22

To understand this better lets take an
example. We added safety systems such
as an airbag in the car’s dashboard.
We then strengthened safety by adding
airbags in the seat belt, in the door and
even in the hood until we reached a
point where we couldn’t add any airbags.
Now we need a solution that will replace
the airbag, and that perhaps comes
wrapped in the form of autonomous
mobility. There has been a lot of ongoing
research in this department by eyeing
mother nature too. Swarms of locusts
mirmurate but never collide with each
other. Scientists are trying to apprehend
this phenomenon and smear it to self
driving cars. However, self driving cars
need to co-exisit in an infrastructure that
is not essentially built for them.
To sum it up, it is not a matter of ‘if’
but only a matter of ‘when’ we will be
surrounded by autonomous cars.
AUDI
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PROJECT
SELECTION

inside out - Developing a concept

With the limited time at disposal it was
very important to stipulate a direction for
the project. By now it was conspicuous
that an autonomous personal transport
was the derivative; but the approach was
yet to be defined. I thereby decided to
classify projects in three unambiguous
categories -

AUTO MARK - Designing a concept after

based on technologies

URBAN FLOW - Understanding the needs
of people and designing
a concept that connects.
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comprehending the
brand’s philosophy.

In the past I have worked on projects
that ran along the lines of urban flow.
This time, I wanted to provoke myself
and attempt a new approach. As,
aforementioned a car’s fate is intertwined
with several aspects that influence the
system, such as - technology, climate,

2015-2016

lifestyle, culture, sustainability, safety,
security, political, economic and social
issues (PEST) etc. This new approach
would emanate on the lines of the
‘Inside out approach’. To do this I
would have to research on the disruptive
technologies that would be altering car
design and the manufacturing industry
in the near future. But a project that
is solely based on technology does not
harbour a strong foundation. It would
therefore make sense to fortify the
theme by defining a hero persona and
a scenario in which the concept would
function along with a novel solution to
fortify the system.
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DVANCE
MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing techniques echo in a
majority of products. While a lot of
products are also designed to follow
explicit manufacturing techniques.
Industry giants such as Apple, kingpin
new technologies and manufacturing
processes. While the lusty looks of their
products are a derivate of these processes.
Traditional Manufacturing is defined
as - The act of transfiguring raw
materials into finished products
by using manual or mechanised
transformational techniques. The
purpose of such activities is to append
value to achieve targeted objectives,
which do not preclude society’s overall
interests.

MODERN
TECHNIQUES

Another author defined World Class
Foundry (read manufacturing) as, ”A
World Class Manufacturing (WCM)
is one which integrates the latestgen machinery with (process/work)
systems to facilitate ‘manufacturing’based business development governed
around manufactured products only,
duly based over a high accent on
Product Substitution or New Product
Development.”
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The term “advanced manufacturing”
encompasses many of the developments
in the manufacturing field during
the late 20th and early 21st centuries,
including high tech products and
processes and lean, green, and flexible
manufacturing, among others. No one
definition captures everything said about
advanced manufacturing, although the
majority of definitions found on the web
include the use of innovative technology
to improve products and/or processes,
and many also include the use of new
business/management methodologies.
Accordingly, the definition that probably
comes closest to being comprehensive is
that given by Paul Fowler of the National
Association of Advanced Manufacturing
(NACFAM), celebrating its 20th
anniversary this year:

DEFINATION
“The Advanced Manufacturing entity
makes extensive use of computer, high
precision, and information technologies
integrated with a high performance
workforce in a production system
capable of furnishing a heterogeneous
mix of products in small or large
volumes with both the efficiency of mass
production and the flexibility of custom
manufacturing in order to respond
quickly to customer demands.” (Quoted
in PCAST). “In foreseeable future
categorical developments facilitated
with integration with computers will
... be largely impacted by state of raw
material and energy availability.
AUDI
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ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING
3D printing, also known as additive
manufacturing (AM) refers to
miscellaneous processes used to
synthesize a three - dimensional object
of any shape or geometry fashioned by
an electronic data source in sequential
layers of material deposition.
Futurologists such as Jeremy Rifkin
believe that 3D printing signals the
onset of a third industrial revolution,
succeeding the production line assembly
that governed manufacturing starting in
the late 19th century. 3D printing in the
term’s original sense refers to processes
that sequentially deposit material onto
a powder bed with inkjet printer heads.
Lately, the meaning of the term has
ballooned to fringe a wider variety
of techniques such as extrusion and
sintering-based processes.
Early Additive Manufacturing
equipment and materials were developed
in the 1980’s. In 1981, Hideo Kodama of
Nagoya Municipal Industrial Research
Institute invented two AM fabricating
methods of a three-dimensional
plastic model with photo-hardening
polymer, where the UV exposure area
is controlled by a mask pattern or the
scanning fibre transmitter. Then in 1984,
Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corporation,
developed a prototype system based on
a process known as stereolithography,
in which layers are added by curing
photopolymers with ultraviolet light
lasers.

stereolithography (SLA). With laminated
object manufacturing (LOM), thin layers
are cut to shape and joined together
(e.g., paper, polymer, metal). Each
method has its own advantages and
drawbacks. The main considerations
in choosing a machine are generally
speed, costs of the 3D printer, of the
printed prototype, choice and cost of the
materials, and colour capabilities. As of
today a variety of materials can be 3D
printed and the applications are diverse
in disciplines such as food, fashion,
automotive, medical, construction,
firearms, space, art, communication etc.
The technique that we would primarily
be focusing on is polymerisation.
Photopolymerization is primarily used
in stereolithography (SLA) to produce
a solid part from a liquid. In photopolymerization, a vat of liquid polymer
is exposed to controlled lighting under
safelight conditions. The exposed liquid
polymer hardens. Polymerization occurs
when photopolymers are exposed to
light when photopolymers contain
chromophores, otherwise, the addition
of molecules that are photosensitive
are utilized to react with the solution to
begin polymerization. Polymerization
of monomers lead to cross-linking,
which creates a polymer. Through
these covalent bonds, the property of
the solution is changed. The build plate
then moves down in small increments.

and the liquid polymer is again exposed
to light. The process repeats until
the model has been built. The liquid
polymer is then drained from the vat,
leaving the solid model.
Inkjet printer systems like the Objet
PolyJet system spray photopolymer
materials onto a build tray in ultra-thin
layers (between 16 and 30 µm) until the
part is completed. Each photopolymer
layer is cured with UV light after it is
jetted, producing fully cured models that
can be handled and used immediately,
without post-curing. The gel-like support
material, which is designed to support
complicated geometries, is removed by
hand and water jetting. It is also suitable
for elastomers. Yet another approach
uses a synthetic resin that is solidified
using LEDs whereas in Mask-imageprojection-based stereolithography a
3D digital model is sliced by a set of
horizontal planes and each slice is
converted into a two-dimensional mask
image. The mask image is then projected
onto a photo-curable liquid resin surface
and light is projected onto the resin to
cure it in the shape of the layer.

Several 3D printing processes have
been invented since the late 1970s.
The printers were primordially large,
expensive, and highly finite in what they
could produce.
A large number of additive processes
are now available. The ruling contrast
between processes are in the way layers
are deposited to fabricate parts and
in the materials that are used. Some
methods melt or soften the material
to assemble the layers, for example.
Selective laser melting (SLM) or
direct metal laser sintering (DMLS),
selective laser sintering (SLS), fused
deposition modeling (FDM), or fused
filament fabrication (FFF), while others
cure liquid materials using different
sophisticated technologies, such as
UMEA INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
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Illustration from - http://www.wclibrary.org/event/3d-printer-open-house/

Advanced manufacturing is to avail
the technology to enhance products or
process. For example, one organization
defines advanced manufacturing as
“Industries that increasingly integrate
new innovative technologies in both
products and processes. The rate of
technology adoption and the ability
to use that technology to remain
competitive and add value, define the
advanced manufacturing sector.”

This new manufacturing that entails
rapid transfer of science and technology
into products and processes induces
designs with innovate, reliable,
affordable, exciting values. Some of
the technologies that are viable at
present and some that might churn
mainstream in the forth coming future
are - Computer-aided design (CAD),
Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)
and Computer-aided engineering
(CAE), Rapid prototyping (additive
manufacturing), Advance robotics,
composite materials, High performance
computing, Stereolithography (SLA),
laser cutting, Electrical discharge
machining (EDM) to name a few.
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PRODUCE CONSUMABLE

PROCESS
chart
TYPE

26.12.2015
MUNICH - GERMANY

TECHNOLOGIES

MATERIALS

Fused deposition moulding (FDM)
or
Fused filament fabrication (FFF)

Thermoplastics, eutectic metals, edible materials, Rubbers,
Modeling clay, Plasticine, Metal clay (including Precious
Metal Clay)

Robocasting or Direct Ink Writing (DIW)

Ceramic materials, Metal alloy, cermet, metal matrix
composite, ceramic matrix composite

Stereolithography (SLA)

Photopolymer

Digital Light Processing (DLP)

Photopolymer

Powder bed and inkjet head 3D printing (3DP)

Almost any metal alloy, powdered polymers, Plaster

Electron-beam melting (EBM)

Almost any metal alloy including Titanium alloys

Selective laser melting (SLM)

Titanium alloys, Cobalt Chrome alloys, Stainless Steel,
Aluminium

Selective heat sintering (SHS)

Thermoplastic powder

Selective laser sintering (SLS)

Thermoplastics, metal powders, ceramic powders

Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS)

Almost any metal alloy

Laminated

Laminated object manufacturing (LOM)

Paper, metal foil, plastic film

Wire

Electron beam freeform fabrication (EBF3)

Almost any metal alloy

Extrusion

ASSEMBLY
LINE

Light polymerized

THE
CONTEMPORARY
MANUFACTURING
PROCESS
OF
TODAY

Powder Bed

As aforementioned, each method has its own
advantages and drawbacks. The main considerations
in choosing a machine are generally speed, costs
of the 3D printer, of the printed prototype, choice
and cost of the materials, and colour capabilities.
We can foretell that in a decade or two a sizeable
number of these technologies will become
competent and viable for the automotive industry to
bring a revolution in the manufacturing process. We
shall therefore try and comprehend the processes
that these mint technologies will supplant.
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NEW
ARCHITECTURE
FOR 2030
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PROCESS
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DISRUPTIVE EXPERIMENTS

04

01

30.12.2015
MUNICH - GERMANY

Jonathan Keep showcased a series of pots generated from a
computer code using the processing programming language.
Sound data was used to create the surface texture. The captured
digital files were then 3D printed in clay. The ceramic is
glazed and fired using conventional techniques. This explains
how digital data can be converted into tangible data when
synthesized using 3D printing.

The 3D doodler is the world’s first pen that draws in three
dimensions in real time. Imagine holding a pen and waving
it through the air, only the line your pen creates stays frozen,
suspended and permanent in 3D space. The 3D doodler is a
kick-starter project designed by a Boston based company Wobble
Works who campaigned to sell the miraculous little devices that
utilise a special plastic which is heated and instantly cooled to
form solid structures that you can draw.

02

Soundsphere is a project by three innovators - Lorenzo, Dr.
Eujin Pie and Chris Feaks that takes the cymatic expression to a
whole new level. This is tangible music. From the north to the
south pole of the sphere, frequency bands have been divided in
layers representing the pitch and tonal variations. The sculpture
is then 3D printed. Future implications of this disruptive thought
could be experiencing sound tracks by touching and listening to
music embedded in the art form.

05

1D

2D

3D

4D

03

A couple of designers from Sweden have been on a mission
to represent 3D printed sculptures translated from an invisible
sketch. A light scribe pen is used to doodle in thin air and the
data is then translated onto a CAD program where it is translated
to a digital sculpture. The result is startling as no one can see the
sketch in formation with is then 3D printed.
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Self assembly is a process by which disordered parts build
an ordered structure through any local interaction. Skylark
Tibbits the brain behind this idea proposes that self assembly
required may soon be replaced with just water. One thing that is
common amongst 3D printed products is rigidity. 4D printing is
essentially using 3D printed materials to design self-configuring,
programmable materials to create objects that can change shape
and behaviour over time. Its like robotics only with the absence
of circuit boards, micro processors, motherboards etc.To launch
this process we need the right materials + some interaction
coupled with the supply of energy. This energy can be passive
and can be supplied through gravity, magnetics, pneumatics,
shaking or even heat without human interaction. The creator
has taken his idea a step forward by designing a programmable
sheet material which when submerged in water can cling to form
a cube. This notion can be envisioned in hostile environments
where assembly is tedious, troublesome or even expensive, for
e.g. space. It has diverse implications including the medical
fields where we can mimic a chain of protein which is essentially
a polypeptide and the new structure can help maintain the
concentration of protein and amino acids. Here we see ourselves
mimicking mother nature again. However, can this technology
be used in the automotive industry? Maybe, a convertible that
self assembles the roof at the sign of rain or a body that self
assembles itself after an impact.
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NERI OXMAN

Sony Corporation Career Development Professor
&
Associate Professor of Media Arts and Sciences at the MIT Media
Lab

Architect and designer Neri Oxman is the Sony Corporation Career Development
Professor and Associate Professor of Media Arts and Sciences at the MIT Media Lab,
where she founded and directs the Mediated Matter design research group. Her group
orchestrates research at the intersection of computational design, digital fabrication,
materials science and synthetic biology and implants that knowledge to design across
scales from the micro scale to the building scale. Her goal is to enhance the relationship
between the built and the natural environments by employing design principles inspired
or engineered by Nature and implementing them in the invention of novel digital design
technologies. Areas of application include product and architectural design, as well as
digital fabrication and construction.
Neri Oxman is a pioneer of design at the intersection of technology and biology. She
narrates her wisdom through an example - “The facial skin of humans is thin and
has more pores, while the skin on the back is thick and has less pores. one acts as a
filter the other as a barrier, yet it’s the same homogenous material serving different
functions. Nature’s solutions are seamless while human solutions are assembled.”
This knowledge has led her to an intersection where human skill and nature’s ingenuity
coalesce. She labels this as “The chisel versus the gene philosophy”.
In conjunction with her long term collaborator Stratysys (a 3D printing giant), she along
with her team has designed a few newfangled designs. The team has designed a 3D
printed helmet that is seamless all around it’s construction but exhibits a difference in
nature around the crumple zones by varying the density and composition of the material.
An acoustic recliner chair that is a result of it’s construction and not the reason for it. A
wearable intumescent intestine system that is supported by live algae and stretches four
times the length of the human intestine when measured end to end is flabbergasting. The
second most abundant by-polymer in the world is Chitin and some 100 million tonnes
of it is produced by crustaceans such as shrimps, crabs, butterflies and other insects. By
chemically altering this material we can 3D print forms that are 100 percent degradable
in nature. The team demonstrated this feat by prototyping a giant dragon fly wing. This is
exploiting the promise of technology to the max to create provoking ideas.
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01

ROSS LOVEGROVE

/

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER. CARDIFF - WALES - UNITED KINGDOM

03

Ross Lovegrove is a designer and visionary who’s work is considered to be at the very
apex of stimulating a profound change in the physicality of our three dimensional
world. Inspired by the logic and beauty of nature his design possess a trinity between
technology, materials science and intelligent organic form, creating what many
industrial leaders see as the new aesthetic expression for the 21st Century. There is
always a deeply embedded human and resourceful approach in his designs, which
project an optimism, and innovative vitality in everything he touches from cameras to
cars to trains, aviation and architecture.

02

In a collaboration project with Renault, Lovergrove proposed that the passengers be
hooded in a technological envelope that bathes them in a light which responds to the
energy and pulse of Twin Z. According to the designer, “This roofscape heightens
the sensation of space and blends seamlessly into the rear window”. The smaller
two of four headlights glow through radial fibrous spokes, a motif also used for the
bright green wheel alloys while swirling lines adorn the tyres. Lovegrove also designed
the interior of the four-seat vehicle and added fluorescent yellow bands to emphasise
the contours of the design. “The interior is sporadic with separate elements and all
passengers feel an ingredient of the travelling experience,” he quotes. “The rear seat
backs have been integrated into the floorpan to create space and a new, informal
aesthetic.” Instead of a dashboard, statistics such as speed and range are displayed on
a smartphone that is perched where a gearstick would usually be. Four electric doors
open without handles like pairs of shutters on each side, alleviating the central pillars
found on most cars. All in all, it’s a novel perspective towards automotive design as the
organic treatment parades over the surface with a holistic approach from an industrial
designers point of view.

04

Lovegrove also illustrated a remarkable feat when he designed an eliminatory car
made just out of 300 components as opposed to the usual 3000 components. The
car’s shell is vacuum formed from plastic and the vehicle once parked, elevates itself
to form a solar lamp. This is an indigenous approach towards the idle time of the
vehicle.
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01 RENAULT TWIN Z
02 RIDON TABLE
03 NEW NATURE LIGHTING
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04 MOROSO CHAIR
05 ANDROMEDA
06 RENAULT TWIN Z

INSPIRATION FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES

New Nature, Andromeda lamp, the Go chair, the cosmic leaf lighting system, the
SEED and the TY NANT bottle design are just a few other examples of the new
humane treatments the designer has instigated in the industry. Impractical as it may
sound today, it is certainly thought provoking for the future. His designs demonstrate
the minimum aggregate of design infiltration needed if nature was to design these
products itself.
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VW NANOSPYDER

3D PRINTING SURFACES IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
02.01..2016
MUNICH - GERMANY

The applications of additive manufacturing are fairly novel to
the automotive industry. In early 2014, the Swedish supercar
manufacturer, Koenigsegg, was the first to utilise several 3D
printed components on its concept car ‘One’. However, a few
other proposals have followed over the years which seemed to
have provoked a new string of thoughts.

01

VOLKSWAGEN NANOSPYDER

MERCEDES-BENZ SCULPTURE

The creation of designers Patrick Faulwetter, Daniel Simon
and Ian Hilton from Volkswagen’s Santa Monica design
centre, it’s purpose was to make the most of California’s
ecology. Drawing power from fuel cells and sunlight, it even
sports infatable organic body panels. “Nano” isn’t just a kind
of marketing appellation either, as they imagine a grey goo of
programmable nanobots assembling to dynamically generate
perfect crumple zones in the event of an accident; in other
words, this fellow is pure science fiction origionating from
additive manufacturing.

MERCEDES-BENZ DI-ATOM

Indeed an interseting thought a few years ago which could be
foreseen as a potential direction of future.

02

03

The Mercedes-Benz designers are pushing the boundaries
of the car’s design, embracing sculptural experimentation.
It permeates all aspects of the design process, from sketches
to collaborative working groups. The sculpture titled “The
resulting aesthetic” is impressive - and deceptively complex
while being artfully organic. One can only image the interiors
future Mercedes-Benz will benefit from this incredible
workflow. It consciously defies the limitations of ergonomics,
technical feasibility, formal constraints and, not least, the
exterior of the vehicle in order to impress the observer with its
pure sensory-aesthetic appeal. Also, the carving offers a preview
of yet another clear language in an emotionally appealing
way while designing sculptural Mercedes-Benz interior of
the future. At the same time it’s able to transport the high
aesthetic, functional and sensory aspirations characteristic of
the interior of a Mercedes-Benz, bridging the gap between
art and aesthetics of Mercedes-Benz interior design. It forces
the viewer to pause for a moment, and challenges, interprets
again what is already familiar in the vehicle, touching both
directions and rational reflection to do so.

The idea of art is a key to Mercedes-Benz design strategy.
Exploring lightweight forms to play with strength, perspective,
and transparency, the results resemble polygons, honeycombs
(all sharing one central perspective point), string art, and
woven chaos. The concepts are a part of a waged battle to
create more artistic explorations through sculpture.

MERCEDES-BENZ DI-ATOMIC SCULPTURE
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MERCEDES-BENZ sculptures

The message was clear from Mercedes benz - the hunt
is on for “Perfect Aesthetics” and in doing so, they are
aggressively pushing their designs to be increasingly fresh,
young, emotional, and sexy ~ phrases like “enjoyment of
innovation” + “inspire our customers” + “sensuality and joy”
+ “importance of perception” kept recurring.
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06

EDAG - LEAF CAR

05

EDAG - GENESIS

German automotive supplier EDAG
divulged a new concept car inspired by a
turtle. Showcased at the Geneva Motor
Show, the Genesis’ frame is designed to
evince the potential of 3D printing or
additive manufacturing. A turtle skeleton
is incredibly strong and by mirroring the
shape of the animal’s shell, the EDAG
concept car provides a strong level of
protection for it’s passenger, a sublime
modern example of bio-mimicry.

04

LOCAL MOTORS 3D PRINTED CAR

Designed by Michael Anoe, Local
Motors unveiled their 3D printed
car in front of a live audience at the
international manufacturing technology
Show (IMTS) in Chicago. Though the
Strati isn’t the first 3D printed car, it is
the first crowd-sourced, open-source, 3D
printed vehicle and the first additively
manufactured before an audience,
specifically an audience of over 100,000
visitors at the US’s largest manufacturing
trade conference. The entire process of
printing all 212 layers of the car took
about two days, using the Big Area
Additive Manufacturing CI 3D printer
from machine manufacturer Cincinnati
Incorporated. After the body of the car
made from a 15% carbon fibre/85%
ABS composite, was completed, it was
sent over to the milling station, where a
Thermwood CNC router, purchased by
Local Motors earlier this year, smoothed
out portions of the car significantly.
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There’s only one catch: EDAG says
that the internal frame that mimics the
turtle’s shape can only be envisioned
using large-scale 3D printing. The
concept flaunts what the future of
automotive design could look like with
the adoption of 3D-printing and the
greater use of carbon fiber and plastic
composites.
According to EDAG, the Genesis
concept car “can be seen as a symbol
of the new freedoms that additive
manufacturing processes will open
up to designers and engineers in
development and production. Additive
manufacturing will make it possible
to come a great deal closer to the
construction principles and strategies
of nature. Developed functionally and
evolutionarily into optimised structures
from which man can learn. And the
entire process is tool-free, resourcesaving and eco-friendly.” Although
we can see the emergence of such
ideas already, EDGAG believes that
mass manufacturing such a car is still a
distant reality. Therefore, it makes sense
to position such concepts a couple of
decades away.

EDAG has a clue regarding the role 3D
printing technology is going to play in
the future of car manufacturing, and
they are well out of the starting gate in
developing concept vehicles that employ
the use of 3D printing for parts, mainly
starting with a complete outer shell or
skin. EDAG has been unflagging in
their vision for melding cars of the future
and 3D printing together, displaying
impressive progress with each headline
they steal.

01

Rather than printing the entire body
shell of the vehicle out of a rigid
composite material, as startup Local
Motors is doing with its 3D-printed cars,
EDAG instead created a lightweight
metal structure optimized to use
material only where absolutely necessary.
This 3D-printed skeleton is so strong that
it doesn’t require traditional sheet metal
panels for strength. Instead, a much
lighter, high-tech waterproof fabric from
German outdoor apparel company Jack
Wolfskin envelopes the rigid structure.
This triple-layer polyester jersey fabric,
called Texapore Softshell O2+, is
stretchy and allows light from LEDs
underneath to pass through, creating a
cool visual effect.
EDAG claims that the Light Cocoon’s
novel construction is much lighter than
conventional steel or aluminum body
panels, but it did not say by how much.
The company first came up with the
spiderweb-like construction method of
the Light Cocoon concept car when
engineering an aluminum hood for
a production vehicle (it didn’t say for
which automaker), whereby a network
of hollow tubes under the sheet metal
provided support and rigidity. This
construction method met all necessary
stiffness and crash requirements, yet was
25 percent lighter than a conventional
car hood.
AUDI
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01 LOCAL MOTORS 3D PRINTED CAR
02 EDAG - GENESIS
03 EDAG - LEAF CAR PATTERN
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SYNTHESIZING
THE
DATA

THREE
WHEELERS

THE FOUR CORE AREAS

The entire research to create
a symbiotic concept can be
condensed in four prime
categories, the coalition of
which will emanate in the
exterior design concept:
During the project added
emphasis will be on ‘Additive
manufacturing’ and
‘Computational design’.
The strategy for which will
be discussed in the upcoming
pages.

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

PASSENGER
CARRIERS

GOODS
CARRIERS

MULTI-UTILITY
VEHICLES

MINI
VANS

COMPUTATIONAL
DESIGN

COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES

SMALL
CARS

MEDIUM
CARS

TWO
WHEELERS

PASSENGER
CARS

LUXURY
CARS

MOTORCYCLES

MOPEDS

SCOOTERS

GENRE OF THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
(WITH AUDI’S AREAS IN THE MARKET)

MATERIALS
ENGINEERING

C

Information from - Parhi, Mamta. S&T and Industry. 2008. http://www.nistads.res.in/indiasnt2008/t4industry/t4ind12.html

SYNTHETIC
BIOLOGY

connecting the dots
ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING

1

AUTONOMOUS FUTURE
Audi has already propounded the auto pilot technology
on the A7. It is the brands cardinal step towards
autonomous mobility and they plan to build on it.
“It therefore only makes sense to put faith in this
technology and propose an autonomous or semiautonomous solution for the brand.”

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR INTERWINE

DESIGN
BRIEF
Audi UNO is a project that synthesises these opportunities by
exploiting technologies in additive manufacturing to create a
symbiotic car that is homogenous in nature from exterior to interior.
The approach can be distinguished in two catagories:

Thanks to the holistic design, the interior and
exterior of future model generations are more closely
intertwined than ever to create a seamless unity that
makes it easier to distinguish the models by their
interiors as well. This additional differentiation further
accentuates the unique character of each model in
the cabin. The stronger link between the exterior and
interior is therefore visible even behind the wheel and
will continue.
“Additive manufacturing will help establish this link
even further.”

2

3

The refined Audi design language and philosophy
promises to focus on the strong link between
technology and design. Egger’s credo: “Only when
design and technology mesh perfectly does an
automobile make a statement for the Audi brand.”
This coupled with “Vorsprung durch Technik”,
meaning “Progress through Technology”, fortifies the
trust in this philosophy.

DESIGN LEVEL (benefits to the socitey)
-Energy savings through HVAC
-Reducing the effects of noise pollution
-Establishing a new notion of safety.
SYSTEM LEVEL (BENEFITS TO THE INDUSTRY)
- NEW ARCHITECTURE
- NEW SYSTEM LEVEL REFORMS IN DESIGN
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THE BRAND’S TERRItory
Audi has carved a niche for itself in every segment that
it has set its foot into. The premium brand, operates in
the passenger segment division. “Therefore it makes
sense to design a private vehicle for the brand.”
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Technology Integrated in Design

4

“Therefore, it makes sense to establish a sizeable
project based on technology.”
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After distilling the data to form the initial design brief, it was then
salient to investigate a few areas further more.

STRATEGY

AT THE DESIGN LEVEL - The concept would be affecting the society
in a few ways; for example: Through addressing the worry of
energy savings by tapping the opportunities in HVAC (HeatingVentilation-Air Conditioning). For this we would need to
apprehend how an HVAC functions in a gasoline powered car
versus the one in an electric vehicle. We shall then strive to
address the opportunity areas through an outlook that couples a
new architecture with radical surfacing inspired by parametric
modelling.

05.01.2016
MUNICH - GERMANY

PARAMETRIC MODELLING
VALUE ENGINEERING

SYNTHESIZE

The second would be the out-turns of noise pollution. For this we
would have to comprehend how the notion of sound absorption
works and then craft our approach using the same strategy. These
two opportunity areas go hand in hand with our initial trade of
though about new manufacturing processes in the forthcoming
industrial revolution and their footprint on the environment
along with issues intertwined health and safety of the consumers.
To create this symbiotic car based at the intersection of
computational design, synthetic biology, materials engineering
and additive manufacturing we will be crafting an approach
entered around the human anatomy. The chassis would act as
a skeleton and the interior and exterior would be fabricated as
meat and muscle around this spline that constitutes the power
train. All in all it’s a very humane approach to design congruent
with the design brief.
AT THE HOLISTIC LEVEL - We shall investigate the entire system and
propose areas that need modification through value engineering.
This will help us target the loopholes in the system and suggest
much needed reforms for an additive manufacturing approach.

PARAMETRIC
MODELLING
In statistics, a parametric model or parametric family or finitedimensional model is a family of distributions that can be
described using a finite number of parameters. We shall however
be using a tool called ‘Grasshopper’ to limit our reach in this
diversified field to sculpt forms using algorithms (computational
design).

VALUE
ENGINEERING
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Is a systematic application of recognised techniques to identify
the functions of a product, process, service or a system and
creatively craft a lowest overall cost solution while maintaining
- quality, reliability etc. The heart of VA/VE is function
analysis and “Function Analysis Systems Technique” that
sets it apart from other methodologies by opening the door to
creative problem solving that capitalizes on an interdisciplinary
approach.
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THE PRESENT

TECH STUDY
HVAC

Heating part that captures heat
from the engine coolant and
transfers it to the incoming air

The ventilation part moves and
directs this air within the cabin

The air-conditioning part
dehumidifies the air within the
cabin

01

02

03

BASIC FUNCTIONING OF HVAC in gasoline cars

THE PAST
We can hardly imagine the travel experience without the comfort of HVAC present
in our cars.

We previously learnt that with a
conventional car, cabin heating comes
from the engine coolant. However,
it’s easier said than done in the case of
electric cars. While some electric cars
may have a befitting range in tropical
areas, they are not so august in areas
with fringed winters. That is because
their battery is powering not only the
motor, but also the cabin heating system.
Electric cars are fitted with an all-electric
air conditioning system to keep things
cool. This wields a compressor kindred
to the one in a domestic fridge which
is plonked at the front of the car and
pumps the refrigerant through the chiller
unit in a congruent way as a standard
car’s system.
The subsequent is the heating, which
is relatively straightforward. The heater
matrix, which would have had the
engine coolant running through it is
replaced with an electric heater. The
clever bit of design is to clinch that there
is a safe system that also curtails the
drain on the car’s battery pack (Energy

The HVAC system in gasoline powered cars is composed of three subsystems that
all work harmony to dispense conditioned air to the vehicle cabin. The heating
part takes heat from the engine coolant and transfers it to the incoming air. The
ventilation part then stirs and guides this air in the cabin while the air-condition
part cools and dehumidifies the air. Key components of the Heating-Ventilation-Airconditioning system include: Heater core, Thermostat, Blower fan, HVAC controls,
Condenser, Compressor and Evaporator.

The Fraunhofer team has engineered
thin films covered with carbon
nanotubes. These films are glued to
surfaces such as the interior door panels,
arm rests, and have an electrical current
scamper through them. As that current
moves through the film, it generates heat
as it encounters resistance between the

Silicone heating mats with
integrated conductive copper
wiring.
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There is one added impediment
though, which is to keep the ESS cool.
The ESS has it’s own coolant circuit,
with a pump that circulates a water/
glycol antifreeze mix round the ESS
and then through a separate chiller
unit to the right of the ESS behind
the passenger door. This allows us to
procure cell temperatures within a range
that supports long life and efficient
performance, thus permitting the ESS
to drive the car in an impregnable way
at ambient temperatures down to -20°C
(-4F°). Moreover, charging only takes
place at temperatures above 0°C (32°F).
Therefore, for a plain sailing operation
a heater is provided for the ESS which
only operates when the car is plugged in
for charging. One advantage that the car
has is not having to wait for an engine to
warm up before it can confer heating —
turn it on and there it is!

In regular internal combustion vehicles,
much of the heat needed to warm
the interior is spawned by the engine.
Because EVs’ motors don’t get nearly
as hot, the cars’ cabins generally house
things like silicone heating mats with
integrated conductive copper wiring.
These can be bulky and heavy, plus
they seize working if any of the wires are
damaged, and they still draw scads of
power from the battery. Now, however,
engineers at Germany’s Fraunhofer
Institute for Manufacturing Engineering
and Automation are developing a new
technology that could keep EV drivers
warm, without leaving them stranded.

BASIC FUNCTIONING OF HEATING in ELECTRIC cars
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THE FUTURE

With a conventional car, cabin heat is materialised from the engine coolant.
Because the median gas or diesel engine is so inefficient, about 30 percent of the
heat generated during combustion is transferred to the engine coolant, giving a
willing source of heat to warm the cabin. Incidentally, energy is also dissipated down
the exhaust pipe and into the coil, as well as through a number of auxiliary avenues,
resulting in only 30 percent of useful ‘go forward’ energy from the expensive gallon
of gasoline.

Car battery provides energy
through the motor to the ESS

Storage System or ESS) as we know
it. For efficient functionality a Positive
Temperature Co-efficient (PTC) heater
is installed. It’s basically a resistor that
proliferates it’s resistance as it heats up,
thus rimming the current it can draw.
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individual nanotubes. Because the film
itself doesn’t cache copious heat, the
warmth that’s generated is speedily and
efficiently emancipated into the cabin.
The material also cools quickly once the
current is switched off. As a result, the
nanotube film reportedly uses much less
power than copper wire-based systems,
it’s considerably thinner and lighter
(it’s just a few micrometers thick), plus
localized damage to the film won’t
negatively influence the function of
the whole sheet. Additionally, as with
existing heating systems, users can
control how much heat the Fraunhofer
system puts out. In its present form, the
film must be applied to curved surfaces
in individual pieces to avert it from
crinkling. Down the road, however,
researchers aspire to spray the nanotubes
directly onto such surfaces – this would
make the technology both serene and
viable to meld into vehicles.
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THE PRESENT
02

THE FUTURE
03
Silicone heating
mats with integrated
conductive copper
wiring

Upon removal of heat,
vapour becomes
high pressure liquid
refrigerant

DRIVE CLUTCH

Liquid refrigerant
filtration reservoir
and moisture removal
chamber

ELECTRICAL
HEATER
HEATING UNIT

CONDENSER

POSITIVE
TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFECIENT
(PTC)

WATER / GLYCOL
ANTI-FREEZE
MIX

DRIER
SELECTOR DOOOR

COMPRESSOR
Refrigerant leaves
compressor as a
high pressure high temperature
vapour

ACTUATOR

DOOR CONTROL

Innovative
experiments

RECEIVER

ELECTRIC
MOTOR

FILTER

NEW
ARCHITECTURE

COOLANT

Coupled to HVAC controls

COMPRESSOR
CONTROL

PUMP
ENERGY
STORAGE
SYSTEM
(ESS)

BATTERY
Heat removed from
the air entering
vehicle vaporises
low pressure liquid
refrigerant

BLOWER

EVAPORATOR
BLOWER
CONTROL

EXPANSION
VALVE

THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR

High pressure
liquid changes to low
pressure liquid at
this point

Upon removal
of heat, vapour
becomes high
pressure liquid
refrigerant
CARBON
NANOTUBE
FILM

COOLING
COILS

COMPRESSOR

AIR-CONDITION UNIT

Refrigerant returns to
compressor as low
pressure vapour

HEATER CORE

AIR MIX DOOR

DOOR MODE

ACTUATOR

ACTUATOR

DOOR CONTROL

DOOR CONTROL

HVAC

01 - HVAC in gasoline powered cars
02 - HVAC in electric cars
03 - HVAC in electric and autonomous
cars in future
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Liquid refrigerant
filtration reservoir
and moisture removal
chamber

Refrigerant returns to
compressor as low
pressure vapour

CONDENSING
COILS

EXPANSION
VALVE

SEEBECK
EFFECT
OR
PELTIER
EFFECT

Temperature gradient in a
conducting material results
in heat flow; resulting in the
diffusion of charge carriers.
Charge carriers between the
hot and cold regions in turn
create a voltage difference.
New system for
heating unit

Heat removed from the air entering vehicle
vaporises low pressure liquid refrigerant
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NOISE POLLUTION
DEFINATION - Excessive sound which
maltreats the activity or equilibrium
of human life or a clamorous sound
which is unpleasant is commonly
referred to as ‘noise’.
Noise can be defined as an execrable
and unwanted sound. Outdoor noise
is cardinally caused by machines
and transportation systems and is
summarized by the word environmental
noise. Whether a given sound is as
pleasant as music or as unpleasant as
noise depends on its loudness, duration,
rhythm and the mood of the person.
But loudness is definitely the most
consequential criterion which converts
sound into noise. Exposure to loud noise
is indeed annoying and harmful. The
hazardous effects of noise depend on
its intensity in decibels, duration and
frequency. Even though noise pollution
is not ruinous to human life, yet its
importance cannot be over looked
because repeated exposure to noise axes
the sleeping hours and productivity or
efficiency of a human being. High noise
levels can promote cardiovascular effects
in human beings and a surged incidence
of coronary artery diseases. It affects the
peace of mind and invades the privacy
of a human being causing hypertension,
tinnitus and hearing loss.

The significance of noise pollution
as environmental muddle is being
recognised as the ill effects of noise on
human health and environment are
becoming perceptible with each passing
day.
As of date in countries such as India and
China, the travel times have sky rocketed
considerably due to incapacitated
infrastructure, swelled up distances
and traffic caused by bottle necks. The
number of cars on the streets is on the
rise and therefore, car companies provide
increasingly congenial interior spaces to
help customers vanquish the stress and
savour the experience of travel. Roadway
noise can be reduced by the use of noise
barriers, limitation of vehicle speeds,
alteration of roadway surface texture,
limitation of heavy vehicles, use of
traffic controls that smooth vehicle flow
to reduce braking and acceleration,
and tire design. However, most of these
feats are not in the consumer’s reach.
The average travel time to and fro from
work however, has escalated from one
to four hours in India over the decade.
On the other hand, noise pollution
is a significant problem in India. The
government of India has rules and
regulations against speakers and car
horns, but law enforcement is acutely
lax. ‘Awaaz Foundation’ is an Indian
NGO working to control noise pollution
from various sources through advocacy,
public interest litigation, awareness, and
educational campaigns since 2003; but
the issue is still ascending.

SOLUTION - An agreeable solution is
through sound absorbent structures.
Sound absorption is defined, as the
incident sound that strikes a material
that is not reflected back. When a sound
wave strikes an acoustical material the
sound wave causes the fibres or particle
makeup of the absorbing material
to vibrate. This vibration causes tiny
amounts of heat due to the friction and
thus sound absorption is accomplished
by way of energy to heat conversion. The
more fibrous a material is the better the
absorption; conversely denser materials
are less absorptive. The sound absorbing
characteristics of acoustical materials
vary significantly with frequency. In
general low frequency sounds are
exceedingly onerous to absorb because of
their long wavelength.
Through a new architecture for
automobiles that is 3d printed out of
indigenous materials we can battle noise
pollution significantly in this third space
while travelling. This is indeed a much
needed solution in asian countries like
India and China where noise pollution is
a nuisance.
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VALUE
ENGINEERING

INFORMATION
PHASE

DEFINATION - Is a systematic application of recognised techniques
to identify the functions of a product, process, service or
a system and creatively craft a lowest overall cost effective
solution while maintaining - quality, reliability etc. The heart
of VA/VE is function analysis and “Function Analysis Systems
Technique” that sets it apart from other methodologies by
opening the door to creative problem solving that capitalizes
on an interdisciplinary approach.

FUNCTION
PHASE

CREATIVE
PHASE

<
EVALUATION
PHASE

RECOMMENDATION
PHASE

KIND
OF
ACTIVTY

A Function Analysis System Technique Diagram aids in visually
displaying the interrelationships between all functions that
must be performed to procure the objective. In the following
pages, the perspective to design and automobile manufacturing
as it is today and how it could be in the perceivable future
is extrapolated using FAST diagrams. The chart alongside
delineates the phases at which value engineering can be applied.

FREQUENCY
&
SOUND
PRESSURE

IMPLEMENTATION
PHASE

NOISE
POLLUTION

ATTITUDE
&
PHYSICAL
FITNESS

DURATION
&
TIME
SEQUENCE

FACTORS AFFECTING NOISE POLLUTION
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Value engineering was developed by Lawrence D. Miles, a
purchasing engineer in General Electricals in 1947. Over the
course of 58 years, it has clinched recognition in private industry
and governmental agencies as an indispensable tool for cost
reduction, improved product development and product reenginering. It is also used to improve organisational performance
and cost effectiveness. The heart of VA/VE is function analysis
and “Function Analysis Systems Technique” that sets it apart
from other methodologies by opening the door to creative
problem solving that capitalises on an interdisciplinary teams to
arrive at truly value added, cost effective solutions to problems
ranging even to design problems. The Function Analysis Systems
Technique (FAST) diagram promotes a synergistic approach
to problem solving that develops solutions far beyond what an
individual could produce.
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Introducing a new model of automobile generally takes three
to five years from inception to assembly. Ideas for new models
are developed to answer to unmet pubic needs and preferences.
Trying to prognosticate what the public will want to drive in five
years is no trivial feat, yet automobile companies have triumphed
in designing automobiles that compliment public tastes. Based
on the inputs provided by the marketing team and the design
clinics, a restructured design brief is imparted to the designers.
The designers then use their 3D and 2D representation
techniques to materialize their thoughts on this brief. With
the help of computer-aided design equipment, designers
develop basic concept drawings that help them visualize the
posit vehicle’s appearance. Based on this simulation, they then
construct clay models that can be studied by styling experts
familiar with what the public is likely to embrace. Aerodynamic
engineers also review the models, studying air-flow parameters
and doing feasibility studies on crash tests. Only after all models
have been reviewed and accepted are tool designers permitted
to begin forging the tools that will manufacture the component
parts of the new model.

DESIGN
PROCESS
<

A detail overview of the design timeline with the possible
purview for upswing with additive manufacturing approach is
represented through a FAST diagram.

prODUCTION
OVERVIEW
In 1908 Henry Ford commenced the production of the Model
T. It was grounded on the Model A design manufactured
in 1903 and took five years to mushroom. It’s creation
inaugurated what we know today as the mass production
assembly line. This revolutionary idea was based on the
concept of simply assembling interchangeable component
parts. Prior to this time, coaches and buggies had been
hand-built in small numbers by specialized craftspeople who
sparsely duplicated any particular unit. Ford’s innovative
design truncated the number of parts needed as well as the
number of skilled fitters who had always formed the bulk of
the assembly operation, giving Ford a mammoth advantage
over his competition.
Ford’s first venture into automobile assembly with the Model
A entailed setting up assembly stands on which the whole
vehicle was built, usually by a single assembler who fused an
entire section of the car together in one place. This person
performed the same activity over and over at his stationary
assembly stand. To provide for more efficiency, Ford had parts
delivered as needed to each work station. In this way each

assembly fitter took about 8.5 hours to complete his assembly
task. By the time the Model T was being developed Ford
did resolute to use multiple assembly stands with assemblers
moving from stand to stand, each performing a specific
function. This process axed the assembly time for each fitter
from 8.5 hours to a mere 2.5 minutes by rendering each
worker with a specific task.
Ford soon discerned the glitch in the system, as walking from
stand to stand squandered time and created jam-ups as faster
workers overtook slower ones. In the year1913 in Detroit he
rectified this snag by introducing the first conveyer system that
budged the vehicle past a stationary assembler. By eliminating
the need to migrate between stations, Ford further snipped
the assembly time from 2.5 minutes to under 2 minutes.
This trimming in the amount of human effort required to
assemble an automobile clenched the attention of automobile
assemblers throughout the world. Ford’s mass production
drove the automobile industry for nearly five decades and
was eventually adopted by almost every other industrial
manufacturer. Although technological advancements have
enabled numerous improvements to modern day automobile
assembly operations, the cardinal concept of stationary workers
installing parts on a vehicle as it passes their work stations
has come to a standstill. But with the advent of new additive
manufacturing techniques the bold notion of conveyer might
come to a halt again.

DESIGN FUNCTIONS

ALL TIME FUNCTIONS
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TRIGGER
NEW
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

PREPARE
DESIGN
BRIEF
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NEED

CONDUCT
MARKET
RESEARCH

Marketing team
inputs
+
Design clinics
outcome from design
team

TRIGGER
RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT
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Although the bulk of an automobile is
virgin steel, petroleum-based products
(plastics and vinyls) have come to
represent an increasingly stupendous
percentage of automotive components.
The light-weight materials derived
from petroleum have succoured to
lighten some models by as much as
thirty percent. As the price of fossil
fuels continues to soar, the proclivity
for lighter, more fuel efficient vehicles
will become more pronounced; and
so will the rate of production as the
demand escalates. This is in line to our
projected scenario that supplants most
of these conventional methodologies as
aforementioned with novel processes.
We shall first glance at the existing
system to comprehend the opportunity
areas before proposing a new one.

all subsequent assembly components
follow. The frame is pinned on
the assembly line and clamped
to the conveyer to prevent shifting
as it moves down the line. From
here the automobile frame advances
to component assembly areas where
complete front and rear suspensions,
gas tanks, rear axles and drive shafts,
gear boxes, steering box
components, wheel drums, and
braking systems are sequentially
installed.
•

We have already apprehended the
design process and the possible scope
for revision. We shall therefore move
on to the second and the third phases
after the Development phase which are
Production Technology and Production
respectively.

An off-line operation at this stage
of production mates the vehicle’s
engine with the transmission.
Workers use robotic arms to install
these heavy components inside the
engine compartment of the frame.
After the engine and transmission
are installed, a worker attaches the
radiator, and bolts it into place.
Because of the nature of these
heavy component parts, articulating
robots perform all of the lift and
carry operations while assemblers
using pneumatic wrenches bolt
component pieces in place.

•

The automobile assembly plant
delineates only the final phase in
the process of manufacturing an
automobile, for it is here that the
components supplied by more than
4,000 outside suppliers, including
company-owned part suppliers, are
married for assembly. Those parts
that will be used in the chassis are
delivered to ‘Chassis Assembly’
unit, while those that will comprise
the body are unloaded at the ‘Body
Shop’.

CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

•
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An archetypal car is constructed
from the ground up (and out). The
frame forms the base on which the
body rests and from which all

As the body progresses from the
isolated weld area of the assembly
line, subsequent body components
including fully assembled doors,
deck lids, hood panel, fenders, trunk
lid, and bumper reinforcements
are installed. Although robots help
workers place these components
onto the body shell, the workers
accord for the proper fit for most of
the bolt-on functional parts using
pneumatically assisted tools.

03

•

BODY SHOP

•

Generally, the floor pan is the
largest body component to which
a multitude of panels and braces
are subsequently either welded or
bolted. As it advances down the
assembly line, clenched in place by
clamping fixtures, the shell of the
vehicle is built. First, the left and
right quarter panels are robotically
placed onto the floor pan, where
they are stabilized with positioning
fixtures and welded.
The front and rear door pillars,
roof, and body side panels are
assembled in the same fashion. The
shell of the automobile assembled
in this section of the process lends
itself to the use of robots because
articulating arms can nimbly
instigate sundry component braces
and panels to the floor pan and
execute a high number of weld

•

out, with primer. This coat acts as
a substrate surface to which the top
coat of coloured paint adheres.
•

After the E-coat bath, the shell is
again dried in a booth as it proceeds
on to the final paint operation. In
most automobile assembly plants
today, vehicle bodies are spraypainted by robots that have been
programmed to apply the exact
amounts of paint to just the right
areas for just the ideal span of time
to answer the expectations.

•

Once the shell has been wholly
covered with a base coat of colour
paint and a clear top coat, the
conveyor cedes the bodies through
baking ovens where the paint is
cured at temperatures exceeding
275 degrees Fahrenheit (135 degrees
Celsius). As the shell decamps the
paint area it is organized for interior
assembly.

06

MATE

•

The chassis assembly conveyor and
the body shell conveyor greet one
another at this stage of production.
As the chassis passes the body
conveyor the shell is robotically
lifted from its conveyor fixtures and
placed onto the car frame. Assembly
workers then bolt the car body to the
frame. Once the mating takes place,
the car proceeds down the line
to accrue final trim components,
battery, tires, anti-freeze, and
gasoline.

•

The car is then started and driven
to a checkpoint off the line, where
its engine is audited, its lights and
horn checked, its tires balanced,
and it’s charging system examined.
Any defects discovered at this stage
require that the car be taken to a
central repair area, usually located
near the end of the line. A crew of
skilled trouble-shooters at this stage
analyze and mend all hick-ups.
When the vehicle elapses the final
audit it is given a price label and
driven to a staging lot where it will
await shipment to its destination.

05

PAINT SHOP

•

02

•

04

01

COMPONENTS

operations in a time frame and with
a degree of accuracy no human
workers could ever execute. Robots
can pick and load 200-pound (90.8
kilograms) roof panels and place
them precisely in the proper weld
position with tolerance variations
held to within .001 of an inch.
Moreover, robots can also tolerate
the smoke, weld flashes and gases
triggered during this juncture of
production.

INTERIOR ASSEMBLY

Prior to painting, the body needs to
pass through a diligent inspection
process, the ‘Body in white
operation’. The shell of the vehicle
passes through a brightly lit white
room where it is fully wiped down
by visual inspectors using cloths
soaked in hi-light oil. Under the
lights, this oil allows inspectors
to sight any defects in the sheet
metal body panels. Dings, dents,
and any other defects are mended
right on the line by skilled body
repairmen. After the shell has been
fully scrutinized and repaired,
the assembly conveyor carries it
through a cleaning station where
it is immersed and cleaned of all
residual oil, dirt, and contaminants.
As the shell exits the cleaning station
it goes through a drying booth and
then through an undercoat dip—an
electrostatically charged bath of
undercoat paint (called the E-coat)
that covers every nook and corner
of the body shell, both inside and
AUDI
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•

As the painted shell proceeds
through the interior assembly
area, workers assemble all of the
instrumentation and wiring systems,
dash panels, interior lights, seats,
door and trim panels, headliners,
radios, speakers, all glass except
the automobile windshield,
steering column and wheel, body
weatherstrips, vinyl tops, brake and
gas pedals, carpeting, and front and
rear bumper fascias.

•

Next, robots endowed with suction
cups apply a bead of urethane sealer
to the perimeter of the windshield
glass, and then place it into the
body frame. Robots also pick seats
and trim panels and transport them
to the vehicle for the ease and
efficiency of the assembly operator.
After passing through this section
the shell is conferred a water test to
ensure the proper fit of door panels,
glass, and weather stripping. It is
then pronounced apt to mate with
the chassis.
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THE
FUTURE
An automotive body assembly system is a multilevelled hierarchical system, in which sheet metal
parts are married together to form sub-assemblies,
which sequentially acts as a component for the next
stage of the assembly process; for e.g. The body is
framed by assembling the major sub-assemblies,
such as the underbody, side frames, roof, shelves
etc. As of date an automotive body assembly system
consists of a multitudinous individual sub-assemblies
and sheet metal parts welded at more than 200
stations with copious steps, utilizing 300–500
compliant sheet metal parts, 50–120 assembly
stations and 3000–6000 spot welds. With escalating
competition in the automobile market, added
attention has been given to oversee variations in
automobile body assembly processes. Dimensional
variation affects fit quality and functionality. For
example, variations in a body-in-white (BIW)
can ultimately cause poor sealing, undue effort
required for door closing, water leaks, excessive
wind noise, prolonged time-to-market and surplus
manufacturing costs. Each step in the process is
capable of contributing a degree of variation. Those
variations in turn act on one another to compound
distortion in the final BIW. The complexity of this
interaction places severe demands on the existing
methods of simulation, which currently fall far short
of satisfaction. To add to this there is always a risk of
human error and appended cost of labour.
Imagine if we could travel back to the scenario
where the conveyer belt would halt but still be as
productive as it is today. It is workable to axe scads
of these numbers and result in considerable savings
in each department. Most of the processes could
be housed in the assembly plant with few external
suppliers. The margin for human error would be
pruned with the onset of additive manufacturing as
dimensional accuracy upto 0.1 milimetres can be
achieved nimbly. The entire assembly process could
be revamped as the chassis, interior and exterior
could be constructed from ground up in one go
with very petty need for externally added fixtures.
The advent of additive manufacturing coupled
with technologies such as drive-by-wire and liquid
package will cause a paradigm shift in the way we
appreciate cars.
In the following pages we shall seek to put forth the
existing system with areas that can be challenged
and questioned with new manufacturing techniques
and proffer a ground up revised system for the
same.
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PROCESS
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DESIGN FUNCTIONS

INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONS

PRACTICE
LEAN
MANUFACTURING

ALL TIME FUNCTIONS

OBTAIN
STATUTORY
APPROVAL

how

BATTERY

output

Windshield glued
with a bead of
urethane sealer

TYRES
INDOOR
TEST

FINAL
INSPECTION

ENGINE
AUDITION

WATER
TEST

ASSEMBLE
CAR

ANTI-FREEZE

OUTDOOR
TEST

QUALITY
CONTROL

Lights,
Horn check,
Wheel balance,
Charging system,
Battery,
Tyre pressure
examined

BAKING OVEN

07

CLEAR COAT

06

SPRAY PAINT

BUMPERS

05

PRIMER COAT

TRUNK LID

04

E - COAT

FENDERS

03

DRYING BOOTH

HOOD PANEL

02

BODY WIPE DOWN

DECK LIDS

01

CHECK OIL, DIRT,
DENTS, DINGS

CHASSIS

ASSEMBLE
BODY

COMPLY WITH
HSSE
STANDARDS

MINIMIZE
OPERATING
COST

MINIMIZE
MANPOWER

Body
In
White

BODY
ASSEMBLE
DOORS

why

MAKE
PRESSED
PARTS

BIW
POLYMER
MOULDING

Paint Shop

DASH PANELS
GASOLINE
TRIM PANELS

COMPONENT
ASSEMBLY

SEAT ASSEMBLY

Marriage

DISPATCH
CAR

08

COMPLY WITH
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS

FIT HEADLINERS

SOUND + MMI

MOTOR
COMPARTMENT

Fit
Radiator,
Gas tank,
Rear axle,
Drive shaft,
Gear box,
Wheel drums,
Braking system,
Front and rear
suspension

FLOOR
PLAN
PRODUCE
RAW
MATERIAL

INTERIOR LIGHTS

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS

BODY SIDE L

BODY SIDE L

A PILLAR

A PILLAR

B PILLAR

B PILLAR

REAR QTR

REAR QTR

input
PRODUCE
PARTS

PRODUCE
CONSUMABLE

RECEIVE
PRODUCTION
BOM

PRODUCE
SUB-ASSEMBLY

OTHER SYSTEMS

FIT
TRANSMISSION

ASSEMBLE
TRANSMISSION
FORGE
PARTS

FIT
ENGINE

TEST
ENGINE

ASSEMBLE
ENGINE

MACHINE
PARTS
CAST
PARTS

OPPORTUNITY AREAS
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PROPOSED
manufacturing
PROCESS
FOR 2030
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DESIGN FUNCTIONS

INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONS

PRACTICE
LEAN
MANUFACTURING

ALL TIME FUNCTIONS

OBTAIN
STATUTORY
APPROVAL

how

COMPLY WITH
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS

COMPLY WITH
HSSE
STANDARDS

MINIMIZE
OPERATING
COST

MINIMIZE
MANPOWER

why

Produce
interior trim
+
Seats, sterring
wheel

SLA
+
FDM

BATTERY

output

PRINT INTERIOR
BODY

DISPATCH
CAR

INDOOR
TEST

FINAL
INSPECTION

ENGINE
AUDITION

FFF - PRINT TYRES

WATER
TEST

ASSEMBLE
CAR

Paint Shop

01

QUALITY
CONTROL

02

BODY WIPE DOWN

INTERIOR LIGHTS

03

DRYING BOOTH

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS

04

E - COAT

OTHER SYSTEMS

05

PRIMER COAT

Marriage

Lights,
Horn check,
Wheel balance,
Charging system,
Battery,
Tyre pressure
examined

ASSEMBLE
BODY

DETACH
PARTS

APPLY
HARDNER

SOUND + MMI
ANTI-FREEZE

SLM
PARTS

CHECK OIL, DIRT,
DENTS, DINGS

CHASSIS
OUTDOOR
TEST

IMPART
RIGIDITY

06

SPRAY PAINT

07

CLEAR COAT

08

BAKING OVEN

FABRICATE
BODY

Floor plan,
Body frame,
Bumpers,
Trunk lid,
Fenders,
Hood panel,
Deck lids,
Doors

COMPONENT
ASSEMBLY

SLA + FDM
PARTS

Produce
exterior

Suspension,
Wheel drums,
Braking system

PRODUCE
RAW
MATERIAL

input
PRODUCE
PARTS

PRODUCE
CONSUMABLE

RECEIVE
PRODUCTION
BOM

PRODUCE
SUB-ASSEMBLY

FIT
TRANSMISSION

ASSEMBLE
TRANSMISSION
SLM
PARTS

Abbreviation

FIT
POWER
HOUSE

FFF - Fused Filament Fabrication
FDM - Fused Deposition Moulding
SLM - Selective Laser Melting
SLS - Selective Laser Sintering
SLA - Stereolithography

TEST
POWER
HOUSE

ASSEMBLE
POWER
HOUSE

PREPARE
PARTS
SLS
PARTS

PROPOSED AREAS
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LOVED BY PEOPLE

20.01.2016
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Who would best endorse a symbiotic sports car for a premium
brand like Audi? Audi Ambassadors are peerless and second to
none in their designated professions and disciplines, a group
of people who relentlessly endeavour for excellence. Some
examples in today’s world would be, artist Vincent Fantauzzo,
veteran actors such as Asher Keddie and Hugh Jackman,
television star Lisa Wilkinson, Olympic gold medalist - Mathew
Belcher and master Chef Shannon Bennett to name a few.
It would thereby make sense to have a technology inclined
ambassador for such a concept. An exceedingly educated scientist
who dwells in the heart of the city and resides with his nuclear
family comprising of a single kid and his wife would be apt. He is
a torch bearer in the frontier of genetic research and prosthetics
and has carved a niche in the society due to his contributions for
the greater good. He is looked up to by the scientific community
and is loved by the society for his benefaction and therefore
harbours all the quintessential qualities needed for an Audi
ambassador.

GENETIC
RESEARCH

According to the marketing principles of sinus milieus 2015 that
define market segmentation of the rationale of values, he falls at
the far end of the spectrum with a post modernist psyche and a
high income group. It would make utter sense to design an urban
sports car for two that best paints progression, sophistication,
sportiness which corresponds to being courageous and a
premium appeal for a user of this calibre. These qualities are
constitute the core to the Audi brand.

PERSONA
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The first step was to cement a package and a platform. There were ample of creative
layouts that were proposed; but there were a few pre-defined parameters that aided
in restricting them. For example, the concept was a sports car and thereby needed
to be manual driven, so all autonomous layouts that would keep the driver engaged
were ruled out. The selected layout was conventional, but had a sociopetel seating
allowing easy interaction. The seat does not morph as in most autonomous concepts,
which means the driver always stays in an alert position as in a conventional sports car.
However, The steering wheel shies away from the driver allowing a richer cabin space.

SKATE
BOARD
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X
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The powertrain inspiration was drawn from the
‘Skateboard Autonomy Concept’ which was designed
and built exclusively with the fuel cell power in mind.
The Autonomy runs on a reverse electrolysis and also
incorporates a drive-by-wire technology, this means
that the major controls of the car such as steering,
braking and acceleration are controlled electronically
rather than mechanically. This facilitates us with
the freedom to craft a beautiful cocoon over this
powertrain with utmost freedom.
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The core hypothesis of the
concept was the battle between
the approach of nature and
humans. Nature grows while
humans assemble. If we were
to grow cars, how would that
be? For example, all vertebrates
follow a similar anatomy. They
have an endoskeleton or an
exoskeleton that forms the
foundation (Chassis) of the
anatomical architecture. The
muscles, nervous system and the
delicate organs (The technical
components and powertrain) are
grown around this foundation.
I therefore decided to explore
this symbiotic direction where
the spine is constituted by the
seat, steering and the battery
empowering complicated
humane surfaces that can
be achieved using additive
manufacturing.
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The pelvic bone that reinforces
us while seating served as a
sublime inspiration for the seat.
The cavity served as the area
where the driver can luxuriate
while the spine constituted the
steering and transmission.
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direction

SHOULD
WE BUILD
CARS LIKE
THIS ???
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01

FUNCTION

02

02

direction

MECHANISM

We have discerned that
space warps with the weight
of an object. If we relate
this principal to the interior
surfaces, we can engineer
an architecture similar to an
hour glass or a worm hole
where the top and the bottom
surfaces, mutually opposite
to each other are welded
together. This best represents
the marriage of the chassis and
the cabin.

03

DESIGN

SUCK SOUND

+

HARD SHELL + SOFT CORE
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The inspiration for this architecture emerged
from a series of sculptures that represented
balance through intersection. The idea was
to intersect the cabin and the body to exhibit
the marriage between them. This eliminates
the need for A-B and C pillars and results
in a monolithic cabin adhered to the body
through a band (A reminiscent of the R8).
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The next approach aimed at an
experience based architecture.
Here, the cabin was visibly
suspended either on the sides or
the ends and this would allow it
to escape without damage as the
exterior formed a shell around it.
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Taking the idea of the shell a step forward, the new architecture
was derived from a table design by Ross Lovegrove. Here the
cabin rests on four points that act as suspension and support
the drive by wire mechanism. The Four wheels grip the cabin
providing protection. The design also emphasis quattro
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direction
The pebble architecture was aimed at
conveying a straightforward message
with how the passenger area was
welded to the body. In option one
the cabin was welded with the chassis
while in option two the cabin is welded
to the body. Sandwiched between the
chassis and the cabin is a flywheel that
is used to increase the momentum
and thereby provide greater stability
through a reserve of available power to
the concept.
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CF
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CB

Alongside, I was investigating off-beat treatments and silhouettes
in the side view. The debate was wether to opt for a cab forward
approach as opposed to a cab backward approach. Cab forward
expressed the brand in a better sense as with the brands flagship
sports car, the R8. Cab centre expressed a rather dull and static
profile for which it was relinquished. The approach where
the cabin was visibly welded to the chassis was preferred as
opposed to where the cabin was adhered to the body.The next
logical step was to scout for more side profiles through sensitive
manipulations.
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direction

Direction seven embodied a cabin
that is reinforced by four mechanical
elements that also act as shock
absorbers empowering the cabin to
move freely between the boundaries
of the exterior. The interior cocoon
rests on the skateboard chassis with
the flywheel, drawing inspiration and
amalgamating foregoing concepts
such as the hourglass.
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08

direction

Imagine if we could sculpt the volume of the car
in more or less one sheet of metal by bending
it, then how would that be? It sounds next to
inconceivable, but additive manufacturing
would accord us with an advantage to perpetrate
this. The novel inspiration unfolded from a
folded bed-sheet followed by furniture done
with flex-ply and leather.

C O R E

Direction nine advanced from two palpable
thoughts. The first - when the exterior shell
was assembled in two parts, front and rear as
opposed to the orthodox top and bottom. The
second was a product of a fruit. The exposed
soft pulp (Interior) through a dent in the skin
(Exterior), resulted in some provoking form
language.
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10

direction

The endmost direction matured through
a so called “Infinity surface”. When we
run our finger over the edge of surface
we realise there is no end to it. The
canopy meets with the body through
a band and travels around the car, a
treatment that can only be achieved by
3D-printing. This eliminates the need
for the conventional pillars.

84

01

02

The crevice teases us with the interior and
its connection with the chassis. Direction
two composed of the Infinity surface
dividing the car into two parts. The top half
being modest surfacing while the bottom
half being the technical side.
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The key-sketch embodied the side band
reminiscent of the R8 in a much more modern
way. Additive manufacturing would allow us to
control the density of material making it flexible
to absorb impacts ad empower the cabin to
move. The cabin is pushed backwards but the
tension is accelerating forward giving it a split
personality along with a longer overhang in the
front and shorter in the rear.
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A secondary approach was to incorporate the
band in front for the cab forward package
while simplifying the infinity surface using
Audi’s design philosophy. Both proposals
(band in front and band at the back) were
tried for the final theme.
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It was indispensable to cherish the feeling of the floating
body and the chassis for the front as well as the rear.
Traditionally the single frame is ingredient of the exterior
frame. However, with the new architecture the front is an
element of the interior. It rests on the chassis driving it to feel
light.
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The visualisations succoured in filtering
the final choice of colour and trim for the
scale model. In these visualisations the body
is treated with a satin finish. This aids in a
better understanding of surfaces. The details
along with the wheels, pop out against the
darker colour for the body.
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A subsequent exploration was where
the cabin along with the band could be
fabricated out of a see through tinted
glass which is coated with a photochromatic coating which turns dark
on exposure to sunlight or could be a
smart glass which turns opaque when
electricity is passed through it. The result
would add an element of surprise to the
design where; while the car is in motion
it would present a different volume
and when parked would appear in a
seemingly novel way.
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Direction three was a more puristic outlook, where the
unabridged body would be treated with one colour. Whereas
the area around the cabin would be painted with a brighter
shade to exaggerate the floating feeling of the cabin. The colour
differentiation makes the cabin look like an island that moves
independently within the exterior, thus emphasising the design.
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One of the most daunting challenges
with CMF was to make the car seem
electric and progressive. Being a concept
with a sporty character, it needed
to look light and young. It was also
quintessential to showcase the details
of the concept that made it unique.
Therefore it was decided to treat the
body in a different colour while the
skateboard chassis in a different shade.
The colour differentiation made it
evident that the body was resting on
an independent chassis. The body was
painted in a gloss finish with a reflective
clear coat. The chassis too was kept
glossy as a matt finish would give it an
off-road character.
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This image showcases the graphic treatment
of the rear. A similar logic from the front has
been expressed at the back where the logo
splits into the tail lamp. The lamp extends
onto the rear three quarter panel which
exaggerates the width of the car.
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Here the car can be seen with the down
road graphics lit up. The headlamps stretch
across the width of the front facia. The logo
list up along with the small slits that help in
channelling the air as it exits through the
bridge on the hood creating more downforce.
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01
01- 02
The mesh is treated in a 3D manner with
a tessellation pattern that has narrow slits
inspired by German architecture. The
cabin support is further reinforced with
two mechanical joints at the front and
back around the cabin which also assist
in measuring the displacement from the
original position.

02

03 - 04
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The wheel is sundered into five parts with
divided spokes that are not anchored to
the hub. Each spoke thereby acts as an
independent suspension. The struts in
between these spokes are filled with a
magnetic fluid that reacts instantly with the
shocks. The cabin is suspended with four
mechanical supports that assist in the shifts
within the exterior.
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The wheels and the mechanical details
were printed as separate parts and
then assembled together. The wheels
comprised of seven different parts while
the brake discs were printed as a 2D unit
with brake disc graphics on it.
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The final phototype was 3D printed in 1:4 scale
using the Selective Laser Sintering process (SLM).
The exterior and interior were printed in one piece
to manifest the potential of the project. The details
such as wheels and mechanical joints were printed
separately to respect the paint process timeline.
A step difference of 0.2 millimetres was used to
procure an explicit result.
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THE
finished
model
A tiddly workshop was conducted with the colour and trim
designers at Audi to freeze the colour combination. The sanded
model then, had to go through a rigorous week long paint
process which kicked off with a base coat of primer followed
by a few coats of spackle to iron out any surface irregularities.
Paint was then sprayed onto the most inaccessible and teensy
areas first such as around the cabin and under it, which could
then be masked with utmost dexterity for future coats. The
mechanical parts were painted on storks with a few stages of
masking and then assembled together. The process to fabricate
rub on graphics on the model ran parallel to the paint process.
The stickers were printed in Munich but were added on the car a
night before the degree show in Sweden.
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27.06.2016
MUNICH - GERMANY

SCENARIO
In order to promote the concept better
I decided to craft a scenario around our
aspirational user Leo and his automaton
assistant Drax. Leo’s organisation has
joined hands with Audi to develop a
semi-autonomous car at Frizcon.
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In the city traffic, the car swerves to autonomous
mode and the cabin thrusts backwards and
forwards while braking and accelerating
respectively to exaggerate the G-forces and
thereby amplify the sporty experience. The
concept allows Leo a stress free ride in the
congested cities of tomorrow while still
cherishing the essence of a sports car.
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DEGREE
POSTER
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The endmost deliverable for the show was
a poster printed in three parts and was over
three meters in length and about a meter in
height. The challenge was to unfold a five
month drawn-out journey in as little as five
minutes. A few key images and illustrations
were favoured to elucidate the gist of the the
project.
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Before we conclude, I will try my best to be downright honest in this section and would
like to seize this opportunity to shed light on few insights and experiences from behind
the doors that only a handful of people are acquainted with. A thesis project is appraised
as an entry ticket to the industry and so it was for me that it all commenced with a surge
of excitement and suspense. Luckily, I had a front door pass to one of the most esteemed
studios around the world - Audi Konzept Design Studio in Munich, Germany from a
brand which is synonymous with innovation and technology. I was the youngest talent
in this experienced pool of individuals with an ambition to make my presence admirable
by the end of the project. The studio had concurred to endorse the project and I had five
months at my disposal to live up to the expectations. Draw a newborn notion of mobility,
execute it seamlessly and document it for the bright minds of tomorrow seemed like a
daunting task in proportion to the time frame.
It’s true, the first few weeks were decidedly proactive after the kick off. The school had
systemized a great structure to be followed coupled with assignments that kept us on our
toes. There was not a day that passed by when we were not gawking at articles on the
internet, taking notes, making quick doodles and pondering about the next mammoth
idea. A few weeks down the line at the studio, I was asked to defend my proposals. A
reality check to comprehend how concrete the ideas in theory were before I could garner
the list and advance to the ideation phase. The ideation phase was where I felt most
nested and after a few months of starvation from sketching, the ideas had initiated their
resurgence. By the end of March I had my vision plotted on paper and it was now time to
cast it in a tangible form.
They say “One never loses time in the beginning but always towards the end”. By April
the clock seemed to tick more briskly than ever. Digital sculpting had always given me
goosebumps, but when you wish to pull off a hard model with a pronounced panache the
foundation has to be inordinate. We grappled to pull resources with the budget we had
at the studio, but by no means the project was to be sabotaged by economic limitations.
Towards mid April we resorted to seek external help and for the moment the thesis
seemed to follow the right trajectory again. The month of May proved to be a substantial
teacher for management lessons as I juggled with two modellers who worked in tandem
to sculpt the model that could be passed on to the prototype stage. A sizeable feat
considering the time we had at our disposal.
As the project was nearing the deadline it was a hustle with the final product meeting the
expectation level. The prototype was printed in Italy and had to be painted and shipped
to Sweden in less than two weeks. Just when I felt the project slip, the studio heaved my
spirits by providing some eleventh hour help as the modellers stepped up to perfect it.
Now that I have exhausted the last sleepless night connected with this project and reflect
upon my journey, I have come to apprehend some valuable lessons. I discern that what
sets me apart is that I can seize ideas from diversified disciplines and amalgamate them
into the sectors of car design to create quirky solutions. I still need to work on my time
management aspect though.
I would like to take a moment to thank again all the people who were a part of this
project in one way or another. I also hope that the project will inspire the next generation
of budding car designers at Umea to forge a better future for transportation design and as
for me, I shall continue my quest with the learning from school.

PERSONAL SKETCH - 1996
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